
RE 
Chosen People  
We are all chosen by 

God.   
We will consider the way 

in which we can show 
that we love him by 

treating others with love 

and care. 
Our stories will include Abraham, Moses 

and Daniel in the Lions Den. 

Mysteries 
There are so many things about God that 
we don’t yet understand. We will think 

about Heaven and The Holy Spirit.  Our 
focus story will be The Christmas Story 

and this will be depicted in our 

Christmas Nativity Play. 

 

Homework 
Homework will be sent out a Thursday 

for Tuesday.   

We would be grateful if you would read 

a little bit each night with your child, 
children will change books on Tuesdays, 

Wednesdays and Thursdays. 

 

 

Our class assembly will be on 
Friday 20th October 
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PSHE 

Healthy Eating 

Throughout this topic the children will 

consider what a healthy lifestyle is and 

how to eat well.  Don’t forget your 

trainers every Friday for ‘Fitness Friday’ 

 

P.E - Thursday  

The children should bring their PE kit 

in every day. 

The focus this half term 
will be Games which 
develop the following 

fundamental skills 
(agility, coordination, 

throwing, catching, kicking and 
striking). These skills will be used in 

individual, partner and team games 
and will also develop team work, an 

understanding of the basic rules and 
tactical awareness.   

 
Art and Design 

The children will be creating self 
portraits for display in the school 

corridors.  We will use clay and 

modelling tools to create a hanging 

ornament. Based on their aspiration. 
 
Design Technology  
We will become architects as we 
recreate London city and investigate 
The Great Fire of London. 
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Maths 
We will be practising how to 
count in steps of 2,3, 5 and 
10 from 0 forwards and 
backwards.  We will begin to 
write numbers to 100 in words. 
We will use the facts we know about 
number and calculations to apply to 
numbers beyond 20 up to 100. 
In geometry we will explore their orientation 
and patterns and sequences of shapes. 
In measurement we will again build on our 
prior knowledge using standard units to 
measure length, mass and capacity. 
 

Science 
Animals including Humans 
This topic expects the children to be noticing 

that animals have offspring including 

humans which grow into adults. 
Finding out and describing the basic needs 
of animals for survival. 
Describing the importance of exercise, 

hygiene and eating the right amounts of 

different types of food. 
 

Computing 

We will be ensuring that we always act 

safely and responsibly when online.   

We will use the laptops and computer suite 

to support our topic work and work in 
English and maths.  To do this we will 

create images and text for use in leaflets 

and posters. 

English 
We are going to...  

 Read stories with a 
familiar setting 

 Write descriptions, recounts and 

diaries 
 Have a go at writing our own stories 
 

We will continue to  make our sentences 

more interesting by linking ideas together 
using connectives.  We will begin to learn 

about expanded noun phrases. When 

writing stories, we will think about how 
we can plan and organise our writing. 

 

Geography 
We will learn the four countries that make 
up the United Kingdom and 

where we live.  We will create 

basic maps and take note of 
particular human and physical 
aspects of the area. 
 

History 
This term we will be identifying points in 

time in their own life and prior to being 

born using a simple timeline. 

 

Main Topic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Again, we will travel back in time to the 

Dinosaur era.  We will then look forward 

from this point as we discover how the 

earth has changed and how our continents 

have formed  

Time Travellers - 
Space 

Our main focus this half-term will be on 

History.  We will look at space explorers 

from the past and the present.  The 

children will consider what it is like to 

be an astronaut and the training and 

preparation they would need to 

undertake.  

Time Travellers -  

Dinosaurs 


